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Alternatives to Tracking
Studies of schools' attempts to soften the
detrimental effects of tracking indicate that reform
may come about through modifications to tracking,
rather than by its outright elimination.

To call some students "academic" and
others "nonacademic" has a devastating
impact on how teachers think about stu
dents and how students think about them
selves. The message to some is you are the
intellectual leaders, you will go on to
further education. To others it is: you are
not academic, you are not smart enough
to do this work. Students are thus divided
between those who think and those who
work, when, in fact, life for all of us is a
blend of both
—From An Imperiled Generation, The
Carnegie Foundation for the Advance
ment of Teaching, 1988

E

ducation researchers and theo
rists regularly prescribe doing
away with tracking, but it contin
ues to be used almost universally in
high schools and is becoming increas
ingly prominent in middle and ele
mentary schools ' Recent reports on
restructuring schools list tracking on
their agendas for change; many call for
"modifications" in tracking rather than
its outright elimination. 2 These more
circumscribed approaches may have a
better chance of success because they
take into account forces on each side
of the issue.

The Basic Assumption

Schools use tracking to accommodate
instruction to the range of student
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needs, interests, and abilities The as
sumption is that students will learn
best when the instructional content is
matched well to individual knowledge
and abilities Students are divided into
homogeneous learning groups so that
teachers can offer lessons that no stu
dent finds too hard or too easy. This,
they think, should maximize student
motivation and learning.
The term tracking is most often
used to refer to between-class homo-

For those at the
bottom, the effects
of tracking produce
slower and slower
rates of learning and
smaller and smaller
chances of receiving
better track
assignments.

geneous grouping of students A num
ber of other variations of within-class
and between-class grouping practices
have been described in the research
literature (Slavin 1989, Oakes 1989).
Grouping in elementary schools is of
ten accomplished within a heteroge
neous class by forming smaller sub
groups for instruction, such as the
three reading groups that exist in most
early elementary classes. Middle and
high schools typically form homoge
neous groups between rather than
within classes, by assigning students to
classrooms according to their recent
performance on tests or their report
card grades High school students are
often assigned first to differentiated cur
riculum programs, such as academic or
college prep, general, and vocational,
and then to separate classes within these
programs based on further assessments
of student needs and abilities

The Detrimental Effects

Arguments against tracking usually em
phasize that separate, tracked classes
receive unequal shares of the key formal
and informal aspects of a good learning
environment.
Weaker learning environments.
Lower track classrooms are usually as
signed the least experienced teachers,
even though they enroll the students
with the greatest needs, who may be the
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most challenging to teach. Indeed, some
districts and schools, by allowing their
most senior teachers to choose the
tracks they wish to teach, often create
weaker learning environments for stu
dents with the greatest need
Lowered expectations Students in
lower track classes are often stigma
tized by a schoolwide attitude that
they are not capable learners When
such negative images are shared by
lower track teachers and their stu
dents, certain instructional conse
quences follow: fewer curriculum
units are covered, the pace of instruc
tion is slower, fewer demands are
made for learning higher-order skills,
and test and homework requirements
are taken less seriously (Oakes 1985,
Mitchell 1989)
Cumulative losses Tracking actually
widens the gap in achievement be
tween students in the top and bottom
levels over time (Goodlad 1983) 'A
student who is first assigned to a bot
tom class has an even poorer chance
to move up to a higher track at the
next grade level So for those at the
bottom, the effects of tracking produce
slower and slower rates of learning
and smaller and smaller chances of
receiving better track assignments
Naturally the cumulative losses are
greatest when tracking starts in the
early elementary grades
Resegregalion Tracking can under
mine efforts to desegregate schools,
because students from poorer socioeconomic backgrounds are most
likely to wind up in lower tracks
(Epstein 1985) Thus, in racially
mixed schools, tracking usually pro
duces resegregation of black and
white students into different classes
within the school, with fewer chances
for minority students to progress to
high school completion and college
enrollment
Resistance to change There are
powerful forces in many schools and
districts who perceive tracking to be in
their own best interests Often when
the elimination of tracking is pro
posed, parents of the highest achiev
ing students and senior teachers are
the most outspoken opponents of do
ing away with it.'
APRIL 1990

Pragmatic Alternatives

Modifications and alternatives to track
ing can address teachers' desires to
match instruction to student abilities,
without the gross educational inequali
ties that often accompany lower-tracked
classes and without ignorir : the legiti
mate needs of exceptional children.
Based on recent research reviews on
this topic (Gamoran and Berends 1987,
Oakes 1989, Slavin 1989) and informa
tion from schools and districts that are
struggling with the issue", we offer these
recommendations
1. Postpone tracking. Tracking should
be deferred as late in the grade span as
possible Elementary grades should fea
ture within-class methods of adapting
instruction to student needs (such as
within-class ability groups in mathemat
ics or reading and cooperative tech
niques) or certain cross-age regrouping
approaches that emphasize direct in
struction in basic subjects
2. Limit tracking I n the later grades
tracking should be limited to those
basic academic subjects where stu
dents' differences in skill levels are
clear detriments to whole class in
struction. Research indicates (Slavin
1989) that between-class grouping
plans in the later elementary grades
are most beneficial when students re
main in heterogeneous classes most of
the day and are regrouped only in
mathematics or reading on the basis of
their current skills in each specific
subject. It is reasonable to predict that
a similarly limited use of tracking
would be effective in the middle and
high school grades, perhaps restricted
even further to subjects that have spe
cific prerequisite requirements at each
step of learning
3 Create better placement criteria
The use of a single criterion, such as a
student's rank or overall report card
average, to determine the general
track placement for his or her entire
academic program almost always con
stitutes the misuse of tracking Track
ing makes sense only if it helps stu
dents learn better by creating a
stronger learning environment more
closely matched to their current
needs. Criteria for individual students'
course assignments should be current

and differentiated—the placement of a
student in an upper level math course
and in a lower level English course (or
vice versa) should not be unusual. At a
minimum, separate recent tests or
grades in each tracked subject should
be used School and district officials
should regularly review distribution
placements in tracked subjects by sex
and ethnicity to guard against place
ment biases.
4 Experiment with neu> methods of
placement Schools and districts
should try offering middle and high
school students incentives for taking
challenging courses For example,
teachers might encourage students to
move to upper level courses by of
fering them interesting grading op
tions (pass-fail or extra credits for cer
tain offerings)
5 Minimize separate offerings for
special needs students Separate offer
ings for gifted students, limited-En
glish-proficient students, and special
education students can be retained at
each grade level along with the pro
gram of limited tracking described
above But such separate offerings are
themselves a version of general curric
ulum tracking, and they should be
clearly restricted to meeting the needs
of exceptional children.

Improvements in Untracked
Classes

Some methods for improving untracked classes are offered below
1. Provide extra help. Teachers
should offer extra help to any student
having serious difficulties. For exam
ple, additional coaching sessions or
peer tutoring services within the reg
ular school schedule could prevent
course failures.
2. Equip teachers with useful teach
ing methods. Cooperative learning
techniques that actively involve all stu
dents from a'heterogeneous class in
learning activities are effective ways to
improve achievement (Slavin 1986,
Newmann and Thompson 1987. Cohen 1986). Mastery learning methods
can also deliver extra help and pro
vide extra chances for success to se
lected students within heterogeneous
classes (Block and Anderson 1975)
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3 Expand all students' opportuni
ties. All students should be able to earn
good grades. Students should be re
warded for individual effort and prog
ress regardless of their stoning points
They should also be able to demon
strate their competence through dif
ferent avenues, not merely the tradi
tional linear-sequential modes
4. Find alternatives to tracking.
Other innovations in secondary
school scheduling and student evalu
ation policies, such as continuous
progress programs where students
can complete course units at different
rates, can be used to adapt heteroge
neous class grouping to individual
student differences (Carnegie Coun
cil 1989, Boyer 1983)

Making Tracking Reform
Happen

There are many innovative and effec
tive alternatives to tracking. San Diego,
for example, has implemented (1) an
"equity and student placement policy"
aimed at ensuring a balanced repre
sentation of student subgroups across
curricular programs and (2) a "com
mon core curriculum" designed to
eliminate the less challenging mathe
matics courses and have all students
take courses such as algebra and geom
etry (Lytle 1989). Oakland has focused
on strengthening the curriculum and
instruction in both mathematics and En
glish and is addressing student access to
courses and teacher expectations.
In an effort to "eliminate the gross
and subtle mechanisms by which
schools differentiate the academic ca
reers of [African-American| and white
children," the Norfolk school district
has undertaken a review of all their
programs and services. Along different
lines, Pittsburgh has eliminated the
general education track in its high
schools and greatly strengthened and
updated its vocational (applied tech
nology) education program and mid
dle school career counseling services
in order to provide better and more
marketable training to non-college
bound youth.
On a smaller scale, local schools are
also implementing innovative alterna
tives. Recendy, in collaboration with
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Arguments against
tracking usually
emphasize that
separate, tracked
classes receive
unequal shares of
the key formal and
informal aspects of a
good learning
environment.

second magnet school in the same
city uses cooperative learning, indi
vidualized instruction, and flexible
ability grouping. Both of these mag
net schools serve predominantly His
panic and African-American students
A K-9 university lab school also re
ported using heterogeneous group
ing for all subjects
Some of the middle school respon
dents also have implemented ambi
tious mainstreaming plans, combining
special education and gifted students
in cooperative learning groups to en
hance the higher-order thinking skills
of both Surprisingly, the teachers and
administrators interviewed in our sur
vey were almost uniformly positive
about their efforts to reduce tracking
The Bottom Line

the National Education Association, we
surveyed a group of such schools
(Slavin et al 1989) and found three
major types of changes at the elemen
tary level. The most prevalent changes
were experiments with whole-class in
struction in reading Other schools
had instituted flexible, usually crossgrade, grouping plans, such as contin
uous-progress, Joplin, or ungraded
primary plans, often with a strong
mainstreaming emphasis. Still other
schools reported moving from homo
geneous to heterogeneous grouping
Several of the middle and high
schools in the Hopkins/NEA study
described efforts to reduce the num
ber of ability groups while still main
taining two or three groupj for some
or all subjects. For example, one mid
dle school principal described a plan
in which the top track remained sep
arate but the other classes (three of
the four sections) were heterogeneously mixed and given the same
curriculum. And one of the senior
high schools also reduced the num
ber of tracks, placing most students in
a large, fairly heterogeneous group.
A few schools used completely het
erogeneous grouping in all subjects
and grade levels: one is a small K-12
school in which every class is heter
ogeneous; another is a magnet school
for drama in a large urban district A

Modifications that lead to a combination
of tracked and untracked classes may
best initiate tracking reform These in
clude placing sensible limitations and
restrictions on tracked offerings, better
use of resources to support the learning
of students in lower tracks, and imple
menting changes in untracked classes to
help them work better for all students
Tracking as practiced in many Amer
ican schools and districts is clearly in
need of reform, but turning the sug
gestions for reform into action will not
be easy In considering their policies
concerning this practice, educators
would do well to listen to arguments
both for and against tracking Only by
listening to both sides can they recog
nize—and address—the norms and in
terests that have sustained tracking
practices.D
'See Braddock (1989) and Maryland
State Department of Education (1989)
2See Children's Defense Fund (1988),
Carnegie Council on Adolescent Develop
ment (1989), Maryland State Department
of Education (1989), and Boyer (1983)
'See McPartland and Crain (1987),
Oakes (1989), and Slavin et al (1989) For
accounts of political battles over tracking
reforms, see Frey (1988)
•"Jomills H Braddock and Robert E
Slavin, with the support of the National
Education Association, are conducting a
project to identify and describe schools
that have minimized tracking A full report
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on the findings will be available in early
1990 (See also Slavin el al., 1989). For a
discussion of district policies and practices
that impact on tracking in large urban
school systems, see Lytle 1989
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We All Teach Students to Think

Become a GREAT Teacher of Thinking!
Come to a unique summer program for K-12 teachers,
curriculum developers, administrators, and college faculty.

Featuring some of the most knowledgeable leaders in the field of teaching
thinking:
Art Costa
David Perkins
Robert Swartz
Sartdra Black
John Barell
Vincent Ruggiero,
and others, including experienced classroom teachers.

Infusing Critical And Creative
Thinking Into Content Instruction
July 8-28,1990
Boston, Massachusetts
Participation can be for one, two, or three weeks. Credit (one, two, &
three) and non-credit courses, workshops, lectures, and video
presentations on:
• lesson design
• teaching techniques
• peer coaching
• collaborative learning strategies
• special instruction for
• the latest developments in the field
at-risk students
Sponsored by The Center tor Teaching Thinking of The Regional Laboratory for the
Educational Improvement of the Northeast and Islands, 290 South Main Street,
Andover, MA 01810. CoDirectors: Robert J. Swartz and Jil Mirman Owen, For
more information on the 1990 Summer Program or School-Year Staff Development
Projects, please contact Pamela Imperato, 1-800-347-4200 or write to The Center.
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